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Overview
• Introduction + Motivation
• Explicit Control of Thread and Data Placement w/o OpenMP support.
• Nested parallelization with OpenMP
• Multicore Issues
• Outlook + Conclusion
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The OpenMP Memory Model
• Shared Memory
• Private Memory
• Equal distance from each processor to the whole shared memory
private memory private memory
Shared Memory
processor processorprocessor
private memory
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Flat Memory
Sun Fire 6800 with 24 UltraSPARC III Processors
Memory
L2 $
proc
L1 $
Crossbar - 9.6 GB/s total peak memory bandwidth
- simplistic view
- programer’s perspective
-uniform memory access
Memory Memory
…
24 UltraSPARC III processors
0.9 GHz
L2 $
proc
L1 $
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ccNUMA
Sun Fire X4600 ( 8 dualcore Opteron Processors)
Memory Memory
Memory Memory
Dualcore
proc
Dualcore
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Current Computer Architectures
• ccNUMA
as it is hard to build large SMP systems with flat memory with low 
memory latency and high bandwidth
larger SMP systems have physically distributed memories which are 
connected while maintaining cache coherency.
Thus it is profitable to keep threads close to their most frequently 
accessed data.
• CMP – chip multiprocessing
new processor chips contain multiple process cores, which share a 
common path to memory and sometimes share caches
• CMT/SMT – chip multithreading, simultaneous multithreading
more and more processor cores are able to execute multiple 
instruction flows (HW threads) (quasi) simultaneously.
These threads share not only caches, but also instruction units etc.
Register sets to maintain the threads' states are replicated.
• All these threads are equal "processors" from the OS's perspective
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Operating System Aspects
• Operating systems have to make decisions on
• where to schedule threads and
• where to allocate data
• Initially operating systems were not aware of the underlying hardware 
architecture.
• As a consequence threads may be shifted around the machine
• And data is allocated more or less randomly
• The Affinity Problem:
• Maintaining or improving the nearness of threads and their most 
frequently used data
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Operating System Aspects
• Today, operating systems  are aware of the HW architecture and
• group (OS-) processors according to their locality
• launch processes to less loaded "processor groups" 
(Solaris: locality groups, Linux: NUMA nodes)
• try to keep new threads close to their master – if advantageous
• try to avoid moving threads around
• try to allocate data close to the thread which initializes them 
(first touch policy)
• But what if
• program behavior is unpredictable or changes over time ?
• the machine is overloaded such that multiple users' jobs interfere?
• Frequently data is initialized at the beginning of the program by the 
initial thread, but later on used by multiple threads !
• Things are getting more complicated with nested parallelization... 
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Automatic Migration
• In an optimal case the operating system automatically detects which 
thread access which data most frequently
• It may replicate data which is read by multiple threads
• It may migrate data which is modified and used by threads residing 
on remote locality groups
• HW counters may assist the OS to make decisions on migration
• Automatic migration had been implemented in the IRIX operating 
system for the SGI Origin systmes.
• Users complained about the high overhead which was involved in 
automatic migration (TLB shoot-down)
• Automatic migration was also implemented in the Sun's WildFire 
project, which worked well but was not productized.
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Sun Fire 6800: 
24 x UltraSPARC III  flat memory, Solaris 8
Sun Fire 15K:  
72 x UltraSPARC III  ccNUMA, Solaris 8
EWOMP 2002
ThermoFlow60  (FEM) 
OpenMP Parallelization of a Heat Flow Simulation
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Sun Fire 15K with ccNUMA Architecture
- 18 boards with 4 UltraSPARC III procs
and local memory
- Solaris 8 versus 
Solaris 9 with Mem. Placement Opt.
Solaris 9 performed 
better for few threads
Solaris 8 performed 
better for many threads
SunHPC 2003
ThermoFlow60  (FEM) 
Solaris 8 versus Solaris 9 with MPO 
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ThermoFlow60  (FEM) 
Effects of the First Touch Policy
Sun Fire 15K ccNUMA: 
18 boards with 4 UltraSPARC III and local memory
Solaris 8 versus Solaris 9 with Mem. Placement Opt.
Solaris 8 was not 
aware of the ccNUMA 
architecture
Because of a lot of 
indirect addressing, 
Solaris 8 random 
allocation was suitable for 
a high thread n mber
Solaris 9 with first touch 
profitable for up to 4 
threads (on one board)
As initially all arrays were 
allocated by the initial 
thread, Solaris 9 with first 
touch lead to congestions 
for a higher thread count
First touch in conjunction 
with parallel initialization 
improved the performance
SunHPC 2003
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User Control of Affinity (1 of 2)
• The OS may do a reasonable good job, 
• if the machine is not overloaded
• and the first touch policy has been carefully taken into account
• and the program does not change its behaviour with respect to locality.
• There may be possibilities for additional user control
• Explicit binding of threads to processors
• By environment variables
• Sun: SUNW_MP_PROCBIND
• Intel: KMP_AFFINITY (since 10.0, undocumented)
• Or commands
• Linux: taskset, numactl
• Windows: start /affinity …
• or system calls 
• Solaris: pbind()
• Linux: sched_setaffinity() 
• Windows: SetThreadAffinityMask()
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User Control of Affinity (2 of 2)
• Memory allocation control
• By carefully touching data by the thread which later uses them
• Change default memory allocation strategy
• Sun: madv.so.1 wrapper library plus environment variables
• Linux: numactl command 
• or explicit migration of pages
• Solaris: madvise()
• Linux: move_pages()
• unfortunately Linux and Solaris use a different approach
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Linux-Prototype Implementation of "Next-Touch"
1. Protect pages with mprotect() system call
2. Signal handler catches the SIGSEGV signal to 
1. unprotect this page
2. get processor id of the thread which caused the signal
3. Move pages to the NUMA node of that thread with  the 
move_pages() system call (needs Linux kernel 2.6.18)
0
2000
4000
6000
8000
10000
12000
14000
 first touch by all first touch by master after explicit migration
1 Thread 
2 Threads 
4 Threads 
Saxpy-ing in Fortran on a 4-way Opteron system 
running Scientific Linux Version 5
Thanks to Dirk Schmidl
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Sun Fire V40z (w/ single core AMD Opteron Chip)
Memory
core
64KB 
1 MB
Memory
Memory Memory
6.4 GB/s
4.8 GB/s
4 AMD Opteron 848 
single core processors
2.2 GHz
core
64KB 
1 MB
core
64KB 
1 MB
core
64KB 
1 MB
Cache-coherent 
HyperTransport 
Connections
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Saxpy-ing in C and C++
The Naïve Approach in C
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3 Threads 
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Stream-like saxpying in C/C++ on a 4-way Opteron system running Solaris
The naive 
approach in C
//allocation of C arrays
double *a, *b, *c;
a=(double*) malloc(N*sizeof(double));
b=(double*) malloc(N*sizeof(double));
c=(double*) malloc(N*sizeof(double));
//serial initialization: 
//OS will allocate all data close to initial thread
for (i=0;i<N;i++) a[i]=b[i]=c[i]=0.0;
//saxpying with poor memory placement
#pragma omp parallel for
for(i=0;i<N;i++) a[i]=b[i]+scalar*c[i];
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Saxpy-ing in C and C++
Careful Initialization in C
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1 Thread 
2 Threads 
3 Threads 
4 Threads 
Stream-like saxpying in C/C++ on a 4-way Opteron system running Solaris
typical C++
coding style
//allocation of C arrays
double *a, *b, *c;
a=(double*) malloc(N*sizeof(double));
b=(double*) malloc(N*sizeof(double));
c=(double*) malloc(N*sizeof(double));
//parallel initialization: data allocated where used
# pragma omp parallel for
for ( =0;i<N;i++) a[i]=b[i]=c[i]=0.0;
//saxpying with optimal memory placement
#pragma omp parallel for
for(i=0;i<N;i++) a[i]=b[i]+scalar*c[i];
Careful initialization
with first touch in C
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Saxpy-ing in C and C++
STL container valarray automatically initializes
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Stream-like saxpying in C/C++ on a 4-way Opteron system running Solaris
typical C++
coding style
// C++ valarray STL containers are initialized
// automatically and allocated on the master’s memory
valarray<double> a(N), b(N), c(N);
// saxpying is slow
#pragma omp parallel for
for (i=0;i<N;i++) a[i]=b[i]+scalar*c[i];
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// C++ valarray STL containers are initialized
// automatically and allocated on the master’s memory
valarray<double> a(N), b(N), c(N);
// saxpying is slow
#pragma omp parallel for
for (i=0;i<N;i++) a[i]=b[i]+scalar*c[i];
// migrate data at next usage with Solaris madvise() call
// "nexttouch(a,b,c)" move pages close to next accessing thread
madvise((char *) &a[0], N*sizeof(double), MADV_ACCESS_LWP);
madvise((char *) &b[0], N*sizeof(double), MADV_ACCESS_LWP);
madvise((char *) &c[0], N*sizeof(double), MADV_ACCESS_LWP);
// still slow, because data has to migrate
#pragma omp parallel for
for (i=0;i<N;i++) a[i]=b[i]+scalar*c[i];
// now faster, because data is local now
#pragma omp parallel for
for (i=0;i<N;i++) a[i]=b[i]+scalar*c[i];
Saxpy-ing in C and C++
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Saxpy-ing in C and C++
Performance Comparison
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Stream-like saxpying in C/C++ on a 4-way Opteron system running Solaris
typical C++
coding style
+
explicit migration
Explicit migration with 
Solaris MPI API
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Sun Fire V40z (w/ dualcore AMD Opteron Chip)
Memory
core
64KB 
core
64KB 
1 MB1 MB
Memory
core
64KB 
core
64KB 
1 MB1 MB
Memory
core
64KB 
core
64KB 
1 MB1 MB
Memory
core
64KB 
core
64KB 
1 MB1 MB
8 GB/s
6.4 GB/s
4 AMD Opteron 875
dual core processors
2.2 GHz
Cache-coherent 
HyperTransport 
Connections
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Sparse-Matrix-Vector-Multiplication 
as part of the Navier Stokes Solver DROPS  ( C++ )
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1800.00
0 5 10 15 20 25
# threads
M
F
L
O
P
S
SF 2900 (first touch)
SF V40z (first touch)
SF 2900 (ignore locality)
SF V40z (ignore locality)
Performance of a cc-Numa system is very sensitive to data placement.
19,6 Mio nonzeros
233,334 matrix dimension
225 MB memory footprint
IWOMP 2005
4xdualcore Opteron 
2.2 GHz, ccNUMA
12xdualcore UltraSPARC 
1.2 GHz, flat memory
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Everything under control ?
• In principle, yes
• if threads are always explicitly bound and 
• data is always explicitly migrated to where it is used
• no portability
• what if multiple jobs bind to the same processors?
• On Solaris, we provide a library to bind to empty processors
• Still tedious
• How about nested OpenMP ?
• Always explicitly binding and migrating too costly
• Need to make sure that threads are allocated properly and don't 
move: 
Sun Studio's:  SUNW_MP_THR_AFFINITY=TRUE
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OpenMP nested 
!$omp parallel private(me) num_threads(4)
me = omp_get_thread_num()
CALL stream(a(1,me),b(1,me),c(1,me))
!$omp end parallel
...
subroutine stream (a,b,c)
double precision a(*),b(*),c(*)
...
!$omp parallel do num_threads(2)
do 50 j = 1,n
c(j) = a(j)+x*b(j)
50     continue
!$omp end parallel do
...
t0
t0 t1 t2 t3
t0 t1 t2 t3t4 t5 t6 t7
Thread tree
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OpenMP nested
t0
t0 t1 t2 t3
t0 t1 t2 t3t4 t5 t6 t7
Memory
0 1
Memory
2 3
Memory
7 6
Memory
45
Memory
10
Memory
32
Memory
56
Memory
74
t0 t1 t2 t3
t0 t1 t2 t3t7 t4 t5 t6
Typically OS threads are organized in a pool
and may be allocated variably,
thus loosing data affinity  !
Thread tree
time
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OpenMP nested
t0
t0 t1 t2 t3
t0 t1 t2 t3t4 t5 t6 t7
t0 t1 t2 t3
t0 t1 t2 t3t4 t5 t6 t7
Sun Studio:
export SUNW_MP_PROCBIND=TRUE       # binds threads to processors in the
sequence in which they are started
export SUNW_MP_THR_AFFINITY=TRUE  # maintains thread assignements
But may lead to waste of resources under certain conditions.
But threads of the 
inner teams may reside
in different locality groups. 
Thus, working on shared 
data will be costly.
time
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OpenMP nested
t0
t0 t1
t0
t2
t0 t2t1 t3
t0
t0
t0
t0 t2 t4 t6
t0 t2 t4 t6t1 t3 t5 t7
t0 t2 t4
t0 t2 t4t1 t3 t5
t0
t2 do i = 1, 4
!$omp parallel num_threads(i)
!$omp   parallel num_threads(2)
continue
!$omp   end parallel
!$omp end parallel
t0 t2 t4
In combination with
export SUNW_MP_PROCBIND=TRUE
export SUNW_MP_THR_AFFINITY=TRUE 
a short loop takes care of associating the threads 
of the inner teams to processors of the same 
locality domain
t0
t0
L0
L1
L2
L1
L0
L1
L2
L1
L0
L1
L2
L1
L0
L1
L2
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OpenMP nested
t0 t2 t4 t6
t0 t2 t4 t6t1 t3 t5 t7
t0
t0
t0 t2 t4 t6t1 t3 t5 t7
t0
t0
t0 t1 t2 t3
t0 t1 t2 t3t4 t5 t6 t7
#thrds First 
touch
Affinity min
MB/s
max
MB/s
1 x 8 Initial 
thread
n.a. 2525 2534
1 x 8 All inner 
threads
n.a. 11786 11869
4 x 2 Initial 
thread
no 4x629 4x631
4 x 2 Initial 
thread
yes 4x628 4x631
4 x 2 Inner 
master
no 4x1312 4x1332
4 x 2 Inner 
master
yes 4x1329 4x1334
4 x 2 Inner 
master
Yes+sort 4x2881 4x2943
4 x 2 All inner 
threads
no 4x2640 4x2948
4 x 2 All inner 
threads
yes 4x2893 4x2950
4 x 2 All inner 
threads
Yes + 
sort
4x2922 4x2934
SunFire V40z dualcore
Binding = 0,1,2…7
empty machine
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Simulating the Flow through the Human Nose 
TFS
• Thread affinity + processor binding + data migration 
improved the performance by some 25 % on a
Sun Fire E 25K ccNUMA machine.
Before Improved thread affinity
#threads Speed-up #threads Speed-up Strategy (best effort)
64 20 64 25 thread balancing 2-11 
threads per team,
static schedule,
16 threads in outer team
121 20 128 27 block grouping,
16 threads in outer team
SUNW_MP_THR_AFFINITY=TRUE
IWOMP 2006
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Memory
L2 Cache
core
L1 
core
L1 
Here:
4 MB shared Cache „on chip“
2 Cores with local L1 Cache
and a socket for a second processor chip
Dell PowerEdge 1950
DP Intel Woodcrest = Xeon 5100 Series
Chip Multiprocessing
L2 Cache
core
L1 
core
L1 
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STREAM (daxpy) and Scheduling
C$omp parallel do
DO j = 1,20000000
c(j) = a(j) + x * b(j)
END DO
C$omp end parallel do
#threads 1 4 1 4
cpus 0 0,2 0,1 0,1,2 0,1,2 0,1,2 0,1,2 0,1,2,3 0 0,1 0,2 0,1,2 0,1,2 0,1,2 0,1,2 0,1,2,3
schedule static static static static guided,8 dyn,1
manual
25:25:50 static static static static static guided,8 dyn,1
manual
25:25:50 static
Memory
Bandwidth
[MB/s] 4110 4230 6125 5462 5460 6084 5213 6115 2928 3069 5803 4603 4327 207 6216 6124
Woodcrest Opteron
2 3 2 3
0
1000
2000
3000
4000
5000
6000
7000
?
(2 sockets used)
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Conclusion
• Affinity is essential for OpenMP performance on ccNUMA machines
• Solaris and Sun Studio offer tools to get along
• Linux is catching up 
• OpenMP nesting on ccNUMA machines is still a pain
• Windows seems to be behind
• Cache sharing in multicore architectures offers performance benefits
• Resource sharing may impact loop scheduling
• OpenMP 3.0 will still have a flat memory view
• We need to do better for OpenMP 3.0 + x
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Making Future OpenMP ccNUMA-ready
• We did not agree upon a solution for OpenMP 3.0
• Our favorite proposal:
• Do not describe the HW architecture within OpenMP
• Describe the structure of a (nested) OpenMP program as a series of 
thread trees.
• Pass a description of the tree to the runtime system upfront
• Maybe give some guidance like 
"place threads of a team scattered or compact"
• let the runtime system take care for the mapping of threads onto the 
HW (analogous to MPI topology concept)
• guarantee threadprivate persistence as long as the tree remains 
constant.
• provide first touch or random placement as a general strategy
• use data migration("next touch") to move data to threads
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Thank you for
your attention.
Affinity matters!
